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Abstract. According to rapid assessment requirement of system protection control strategy adaptability in
future operation mode, combining with application status of distributed computing for power system security
and stability analysis, based on design idea of asynchronism and concurrency, this paper proposes a multischeme concurrent computing framework suitable for coarse-grained case parallelism. By the way of multidata section parallel, the asynchronous and concurrent scheduling management of computing task of multiple
application functions under different sections is realized, which effectively improves the utilization rate of
computing resources and significantly reduces the computing period of advance evaluation of system
protection control strategy adaptability. The technology has been applied in provincial power grid and its
effectiveness has been verified.

1 Introduction
Due to the disadvantages of traditional safety prevention
and control, such as single control measure, lack of overall
consideration, lack of coordination control and difficulty
in effectively dealing with cascading faults. In response to
serious faults such as UHV DC blocking, the safe
operation of power grid is faced with great risks [1]. In
order to shorten the response time of UHV DC fault
disposal, improve accident handling efficiency and ensure
the safe operation of large power grids, State Grid
Corporation has built a system protection and accurate
load cutting system [2-4]. In order to meet the rapid
assessment requirement of the system protection control
strategy adaptability, it is necessary to further improve the
speed of parallel computation of security and stability
analysis, the flexibility of calculation process definition
and the extensibility of application functions.
The existing parallel computing framework that based
on single data section mainly has problems as follows: (1)
it takes too long to serially calculate the power flow of
multiple data sections on the application server costs. It is
necessary to encapsulate the function that forms the power
flow data of future operation mode and perform it in
parallel on the computer cluster to shorten the data
integration time [5-6]; (2) it organizes the computing
procedure of only one data section at a time by the
computer cluster. As task decomposition and results
integration at the node of data download and upload as
well as management, the computer cluster is in idle and
waiting state [7]. For multiple section data, it is required
to further optimize the interaction mechanism between the
application server and the computer cluster as well as the

computing management mechanism inside the computer
cluster, so as to reduce the idle and waiting time of the
computer cluster and further improve the computing
efficiency of the computer cluster.
At present, the following three parallel computing
technologies are mainly adopted to improve the overall
computing speed: (1) Improve the computing speed of all
computing tasks of the whole function through the case
parallel scheme [8-9]; (2) Improve the computing speed of
a single case through the algorithm parallel scheme [1011]. (3) Improve the computing speed of static security
analysis through multi-period parallel mechanism [12].
Paper [13] improves the computing speed of static security
checking based on parallel computing and data reuse.
Paper [14] realizes a rapid assessment of the change trend
of the future operation mode of the power grid. Paper [15]
proposes a distributed parallel computing management
scheme based on time, space and application dimensions
for state estimation, dispatcher power flow and other
applications. These research results improve the
computing speed from the aspects of multi-data section of
a single application function or multi-application function
computing tasks of a single data section. However, for
static stability assessment and transient stability
assessment including multiple time intervals, the overall
computing speed cannot be improved only by the
performance improvement of a single application function
and the performance optimization of a single section.
In order to meet the requirement of rapid assessment
of system protection control strategy adaptability in future
operation mode, based on the design idea of asynchronism
and concurrency, this paper proposes a multi-scheme
concurrent computing framework suitable for coarsegrained case parallelism. Asynchronous and concurrent
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power of the computer cluster, the parallel processing of
different data sections is realized by running multiple
instances of data integration process of future operation
mode on the computer cluster, so as to reduce the
generation time of multiple power flow data section of
future operation mode. After data integration, security and
stability assessment is concurrently carried out on the
computer cluster. By means of multi-scheme concurrency
mechanism, the management node supports the
simultaneous operation of security assessment computing
tasks of multiple data sections. The computing power of
computing nodes is efficiently used, thus reducing the
computing period of advance evaluation of system
protection control strategy.
In general, multi-scheme concurrent computing
software is divided into two modules: advance evaluation
parallel management and multi-scheme concurrent
computing management. In which, the advance evaluation
parallel management module runs on the application
server, receives the advance evaluation request of system
protection control strategy, controls the operation process
of the subsequent integration of multiple data sections and
safety and stability assessment, and is in charge of the
scheduling management of computing data of multiple
periods under the computer cluster multi-scheme. The
multi-scheme concurrent computing management module
runs on the computer cluster, supports running multiple
independent
schemes
on
management
nodes
simultaneously. Each scheme independently conducts
computing procedure management, interacts with the
advance evaluation parallel management module on the
application server, receives the issued computing data,
runs the program associated with relevant application
functions according to the startup conditions, and finally,
returns the computing results to the advance evaluation
parallel management module.

scheduling management of computing tasks of multiple
application functions under different sections are realized
through multi-data sections in parallel, which effectively
improve the utilization of computing resources. The
computing period of advance evaluation of system
protection control strategy adaptability is reduced
significantly under the condition of constant computing
resources.

2 General framework
The multi-scheme concurrent computing framework
suitable for coarse-grained case parallelism meets the
requirements of multi-data section and multi-application
concurrent computing, it has the following advantages: (1)
The computing procedure is configurable. It can
dynamically select the corresponding execution branch
according to the computing results of relevant application
functions, making the computing procedure configuration
more flexible. (2) Making full use of computing resources.
Through asynchronous concurrent management, idle
computing resources can also be utilized when
downloading computing data, uploading computing
results, decomposing tasks performed by management
nodes and aggregating results.
The multi-scheme concurrent computing hardware
consists of application server and computer cluster. The
application server realizes the unified interaction of model
and data as well as the integrated display of humanmachine interface. The computer cluster mainly realizes
the data integration of future operation mode and the
parallel processing of the static and transient security and
stability assessment taking into account system protection
control strategy. The framework for concurrent computing
is shown in Figure1. To make full use of the computing

Figure 1. Multi-scheme concurrent computing framework.
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computing function zone, the computing task (or the
computing task group), the start condition and other
keywords, as well as operators such as various operands,
arithmetic operators and logical operators. The computing
procedure of security assessment is composed of several
computing function zones, and is executed serially by each
computing function zone. A number of computing tasks
(or groups) can be defined in each computing function
zone. A computing task corresponds to an application
function, multiple computing tasks can form a group of
computing tasks. Each (or group) computing task can
define a separate startup condition, which consists of
operands such as keywords, variables, constants, and
various arithmetic operators and logical operators. After a
computing task (application function) is completed, the
output of some data item variables are supported as the
input variable of startup condition for other application
function. All computing tasks in each computing function
zone concurrently conduct startup condition judgment,
and the computing task will be executed immediately after
startup condition is set up.

3 Key technology
3.1 Configuration of computing procedure
In order to improve the flexibility and adaptability of the
calculation process definition, based on the design idea of
workflow [16-18], the application functions of the
advance evaluation of the system protection control
strategy are unified encapsulated into a process. Taking
the data related to each application function as transfer
information (including startup conditions), the various
application functions of security and stability analysis and
computing are organized in a standardized and normalized
way. The computing procedure organization engine
analyzes the pre-defined security and stability analysis
operation flow. Then, according to the actual computing
state of each application function, select the corresponding
execution branch and run the corresponding application
function procedure, as shown in Figure 2.
The computing procedure definition consists of the

Figure 2. Flow chart of computing procedure analysis and application function integration.

The specific implementation adopts a similar
expression to the scripting language, and achieves a
unified description of the computing procedure of security

and stability analysis by defining relevant keywords and
variables. Specific keywords are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Keywords of computing procedure definition.
Keywords
[Computing phase starts]
[Computing phase ends]
var
taskgroup
task
sta
val
if
then
else
end if

Explanation of meaning
Start mark of computing phase definition
End mark of computing phase definition
var(): Defined variable values in ()
Definition mark of computing task set
Definition mark of computing task
sta (): Defined variable state values in ()
val (): Directly defined values in ()
Start mark of definition condition
End mark of branch 1 definition condition, start mark of branch 1 (The next row
is branch 1)
Start mark of branch 2 (The next row is branch 2), optional item
End mark of definition condition
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integration, static safety analysis, transient stability
analysis and emergency state pre-decision function. The
emergency state pre-decision only runs when the safety
assessment result is unsafe. The acceleration ratio of
advance evaluation is defined as the ratio of the computing
time of the data sections of four future methods (including
data integration) under the single scheme mode of
concurrency and the computing time under the four
schemes operation mode.
In the single scheme mode, the theoretical computing
time T1 of the four data sections completing the advance
evaluation is shown in equation (1).

3.2 Asynchronous concurrent management
The working domain management mechanism of the
existing concurrent computing framework has realized the
autonomy of computing procedure management, at the
same time, it manages the computing resources according
to three levels: working domain – computing node –
computing procedure. On the one hand, it can avoid the
performance bottleneck of centralized scheduling, on the
other hand, it can also prevent the application functions of
formulating computing schemes based on available
computing resources from taking up too much computing
resources [19-21]. However, the computing procedure of
only one data section can be organized at a time in a work
domain, and there are idle computing resources during the
data collection, data uploading and downloading at the
management node.
In order to improve the utilization efficiency of
computing resources and avoid idle waiting time caused
by synchronization mechanism in computing task
scheduling and computing result recovery, in parallel
computing
management
platform,
asynchronous
concurrent management mechanism is adopted to realize
the scheduling management of computing tasks. Generally
speaking, it can be divided into two levels: operation mode
and application function. Through asynchronous
concurrent management mechanism, the computing
power of the computing node can be effectively utilized
when the management node is processing relevant data.
Each operation mode runs asynchronously and
concurrently on the management node to realize the
asynchronous operation of computing data download,
computing procedure management and computing result
upload, so as to avoid the idle waiting state of computing
node when the management node in a single operation
mode is downloading computing data or uploading
computing result. In order to reduce the additional data
transmission and management overhead of application
functions during computing task scheduling, the
distributed computing management platform supports to
determine the optimal scheduling granularity of each
application function according to the number of
computing tasks and the estimated execution time of each
application function [22]. While making full use of
computing resources, the scheduling round is reduced as
far as possible to shorten the time of platform scheduling
and management.

T1  4   tdd  tfs  tc  tfn  trp 

(1)
Where, tdd, tfs, tfn and trp are respectively the time
consumed by the management node data download,
management node application function computing task
generation, management node result recovery and
summary, and management node result upload module. tc
is the average time to complete all security and stability
assessment tasks for a single data section.
In practical multi-scheme mode, the execution time for
a single data section to complete all the security and
stability assessment computing tasks on the computer
cluster generally exceeds the management overhead time
of the distributed computing management platform, that is,
tcc ≥ tdd + tfs + tfn + trp. In the multi-scheme mode of
concurrent management node, one scheme management
overhead of the distributed computing management
platform can be completed in parallel during the execution
of other computing tasks. Therefore, the theoretical fastest
time T2 for the four data sections to complete the safety
and stability assessment is shown in equation (2).
T2  tdd  tfs  4  tc ' tfn  trp
(2)
Where, tc' is the average time to complete all the
security and stability assessment tasks of a single data
section in multi-scheme concurrent mode. In multischeme concurrent mode, due to the computing tasks of
multiple data sections are running simultaneously, the
synchronization wait time of computing tasks on
computing nodes is reduced, therefore, the average
execution time of single data section safety and stability
assessment in multi-scheme concurrent mode is generally
lower than that in single-scheme operation mode, tc' ≤ tc.
As a result, the saved time for security and stability
assessment in multi-scheme concurrent mode compared
with single-scheme operation mode ΔTs is shown in
equation (3).

Ts＝T1 – T2 

4 Analysis of examples

 4  1

  tdd  t fs  t fn  trp 

(3)
Four cases of actual data sections are selected and the
specific statistical results are shown in Table 2. As can be
seen from Table 2, in the single scheme mode, due to the
data integration serial processing and the idle computing
resources, the final four data sections take 724 seconds.
After it is changed to the four schemes mode concurrent
mode, the data integration is also processed in parallel and
makes full use of computing resources. The average
speed-up ratio of the data section safety and stability
assessment (data integration, static security analysis and
transient stability analysis) in the four periods reaches 1.33,

The distributed computing management platform based on
multi-scheme concurrent computing framework has been
applied to the whole process intelligent analysis and
control decision system of system protection action in a
provincial power grid which contains about 4,000 nodes.
The system hardware consists of two application servers.
The computer cluster consists of six computing nodes. The
management node runs concurrently in four schemes
mode, and each computing node runs 16 computing
procedure instances. The system protection control
strategy advance evaluation system includes data
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and the computing time is reduced to 547 seconds. The
computing time is shortened and the computing

performance is satisfied in advance evaluation.

Table 2. Statistics results of advance evaluation with single scheme and four schemes.
Test case
Case 1
Case 2
Case 3
Case 4
Average

Number of
contingency faults
496
496
496
496
496

Computing time of
single scheme / s
4*181
4*181
4*181
4*181
724

5 Conclusion
In this paper, a multi-scheme concurrent computing
framework adapted to coarse-grained parallelism is
proposed. On the premise of keeping existing computing
resources and core algorithm logic of application
functions unchanged, based on the multi-scheme
concurrency mechanism, the control strategy assessment
task of multi-period data section is implemented
asynchronously and concurrently on the computer cluster.
It can improve the utilization efficiency of computing
resources, effectively shorten the computing time of
stability analysis, and meet the requirement of computing
time for advance evaluation of system protection control
strategy. In the next step, it is necessary to carry out
research on related distributed computing performance
optimization technology to further reduce computing time
under the condition of scalable computing resource scale.
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